
This resource is part 3d of a series of 6 sessions created to support  
phase 1 of the schools linking programme which will enable pupils to learn 

about identity, diversity, community and equality. 

1) Introducing Linking
2) Together Poetry
3) Incredible Me, Incredible You 3d ‘I am I wonder’
4) Games
5) Curiosity Questions
6) Shared Experience

The purpose of this lesson is to allow children to further explore their own 
identity through poetry and the question Who am I ? See add link for supporting 

resources.
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‘I Am I Wonder’ 
poems



L.O. To think and 
write a poem 

about my identity. 

Who am I ?



Aims:

Pupils will:
Discuss the words that reflect aspects of themselves
Build on ideas of ‘Identity’
Use the poems structure to create their own 
individual poem.



Can people know 
everything 

about you by 
just looking at 

you?



‘But you’re TRULY AMAZING 
think of all the things you can do’



We all have qualities that make us 
special and form a part of who we are.

I AM I WONDER



This outline represents 
you. Pick the words and 
phrases that you think 
describe you best and 

write them on the inside. 
Be as creative as you 
want- you could even 
write each word in a 

different style!

All these words will come 
in handy when you write 

your poem later.



Lets look at some poems before we 
start to write our own.







Lines we 
like







1. Read each line of the poem 
and think of a sentence 
that reflects you.

2. Rehearse the sentence and 
once you are happy with it 
write it down.

3. Don’t forget to use the 
example poems, the word-
bank and all of your ideas 
from earlier to help you!

L.O. I can write a poem that reflects parts of me.



I am ____________________________

I wonder _________________________

I hear ___________________________

I see ____________________________

I am ____________________________



I pretend__________________________

I feel____________________________

I touch ___________________________

I worry___________________________

I cry ____________________________



I am _____________________________

I understand_______________________

I say _____________________________

I try_____________________________

I hope ____________________________

I am ____



After sharing our poems 
with each other, what 
have you learnt about 

other people in our class? 
Is there anything similar 
about all of our poems? 
Did any poems surprise 

you?



See more at https://thelinkingnetwork.org.uk/schools-linking-2020-
2021/

Find out more about P4C at https://www.sapere.org.uk

Please get in touch if we can help 
info@thelinkingnetwork.org.uk 

Or join our Teacher Facebook group for more resources and ideas or to 
ask a question. 

@Linking_Network
#schoolslinking

@LinkingNetworkFamilyLearning
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